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D & J SIMONS AND SONS
ESSENTIAL SUNDRIES

Great Products from 
Great Suppliers

For all your 

Tapes

Picture Cord 
& Wires

Wedges, 
Staples

Framers & 
Flexi Points

And many 
other items
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Pricing

Extensive Showroom Display

Free Moulding Samples

Machinery Demonstrations

Machinery Repairs

Essentials Sundries Catalogue

• Prices for each item are shown, if you require improved prices for 
larger quantities then please feel free to contact your local sales 
representative or phone the Office on 0207 739 3744

Situated at our head office in Hackney Road, is 3500 sq ft of 
showrooms where you can see on display 1000's of mouldings, mount 
board, ready-made frames, mirrors, photo frames, fittings, sundries, 
artist materials, oil paintings, wood turnery and a hands-on machine 
workshop. 

If you wish to visit, we will warmly welcome you, offering help and 
assistance to meet all your needs. The trade counter is used by many 
customers, who phone us first with an order so we can have it ready 
on their arrival. 

Our opening hours are: 
 

Mon - Friday: 8.30am - 5.00pm 
 (closed  1.00-2.00pm daily ; Friday close at 4.30pm)

Normal length is 4” with a 12” option if you prefer to make your own 
chevron. 

Looking to update your machinery or buy a new one? We have a 
comprehensive machinery showroom at Hackney Road where Joe, our 
machinery sales manager will be pleased to offer you advice and full 
demonstrations.

Broken down! Blades need sharpening? Just phone Joe. We also have 
our men on the road, Mark, Jamie and Neil for on site servicing and 
advice. 

The index  is set out as follows:- 

Column 1 - Product Group
Column 2 - Catalogue page 

Chop Service

Our Chop service is available for every moulding in the D & J Simons 
Ranges.

All prices are in Ft/Metres and these are exclusive of VAT and are based 
on the internal measurements of the frame required

Delivery Terms Standard 72hrs

Carriage is chargeable for orders under £60

Chevron Moulding Samples
D & J Simons are happy to supply customers with Full Chevron sets of 
ranges, please see your local representative as there is a charge for this 
service 
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Returns

Claims

Liability

Goods may be returned for valid reasons 
but there is no automatic right to return 
unwanted items and we reserve the right to 
levy a handling charge plus carriage should 
we accept the goods back. Mitred lengths are 
not acceptable for credit. 

Any damaged goods or shortages must be
notified within 5 days of receipt and 
non-delivery within 7 days of invoice date.

We are not liable for lost, damaged, 
late or non-delivery of an order due to 
circumstances outside our control.

Whilst every effort is made to produce the 
exact tones of the mouldings featured
throughout this catalogue, printing 
limitations can effect the illustrations shown. 
For actual moulding samples please contact 
us.

Pricing Guide 

Placing an order

Credit Terms

Please note that whilst the price list was 
correct at the time of print, due to factors, 
often beyond our control, they are for guide 
purposes only, and may vary at the time 
of placing an order. We reserve the right 
to make any adjustments as necessary. 
For an exact quotation, please ask your 
representative or contact us directly.

BY POST: D & J SIMONS & SONS LTD
 122-150 HACKNEY ROAD
 LONDON E2 7QS

PHONE: 020 7739 3744
FAX: 020 7739 4452/2984/1694

E-MAIL: sales@djsimons.co.uk

• 30 days after date of invoice.  

• We accept credit card payment.

• We can deliver either by C.O.D. in the 
London area or by carrier after receiving 
credit card details or cheque payment, if 
you do not have an a/c.

• If you wish to open one, we will forward 
you the necessary forms

Machinery and Sundries Catalogue Edition 1

If you cannot see a product of interest then please feel free to contact 
your local representative or you may find it in our Extensive 310 Page 
Machinery and Sundries Catalogue Edition 1
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Glue Tapes & Adhesives

LC-2 LC-5

EMAFIX

SimonArt Wood Glue
* Our own brand general
purpose wood adhesive 

* This PVA adhesive is ideal for 
joining wood, chipboard,
veneers and laminates. 

* Waterproof and dries clear
* High bond strength in 24 hours

LC/2 - 500ml glue @ £5.95

Evo-Stik Wood Adhesive
* Extra strong, no mess, all purpose 

interior adhesive 
* Dries to a clear finish making it ideal for 

general joinery and woodworking

00LC/0005 - 500ml glue @ £9.25

Emafix 
* Perfect to use on Emafyl 

picture framing moulding when 
strengthening mitred corners

* This is an industrial grade superglue, 
100% solvent free with a single 

component adhesive
EMAFIX - 50grm @ £3.50 per bottle

Spray Mount Adhesive
* Ideal for mounting purposes that can still be 
repositioned for some time after bringing the 

  sprayed surface into contact with that which it 
is being mounted on 

* It has a clear non-staining formula which 
provides a bond to most common materials 

including 
  a wide variety of papers, cards, fabrics, glass 

and most other porous and non-porous surfac-
es.

 AS/22 - 400ml size @ £4.80 per can or for a 
box of 12 cans @ £4.32 ea.

AS-22

Coloured Wood Glue
* Perfect Mitre is a coloured 

PVA adhesive
* Ideal for bonding softwood, hardwood, 

chipboard & veneer
GLUE/0002 - mahogany colour glue 

GLUE/0006 - blue colour glue  GLUE/0007 
- green colour glue  GLUE/0008 - yellow 
colour glue  GLUE/0009 - red colour glue  

@ £4.40

MAC-80
Hot Glue Gun - £30.00

MAC/81 - yellow glue sticks 
(for fabric) @ £0.20 each 

or per box of 100pcs @ £0.12 each 

MAC/82 - clear  glue sticks 
(for wood) @ £0.35 each 

or per box of 100pcs @ £0.30 each
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Tape Tapes & Adhesives

* This is our general purpose paper tape, a cream 
coloured flexible tape 

* This Tesa tape is a finely creped paper with a 
natural rubber adhesive

* Suitable for masking, holding, sealing, fixing and 
light duty packaging

* 50m length, available in 4 widths
CM/19 - 19mm wide tape @ £0.85 ea.    

CM/25 - 24mm wide tape @ £1.14 ea.  .
CM/38 - 36mm wide tape @ £1.73 ea.   
CM/50 - 48mm wide tape @ £2.35 ea. 

Supabond Masking Tape
* Dark brown, strong masking tape

* Finely creped, extremely stretchable and flexible 
* Known as the Super Masking Tape because of its 

excellent tacking qualities
* Sticks well to itself, which allows for easy over-

lapping at the corners
without leaving any residue

* 50m length, available in 2 widths 
SMT/25 - 25mm wide tape @ £4.34 ea.    
SMT/50 - 50mm wide tape @ £8.62 ea.     

Kraft Paper Tape - 60gsm Self Adhesive
* A self-adhesive general all purpose tape

* Popular because it provides an attractive finish 
to the back of a frame
* 60gsm brown paper

* 50m length available in 4 widths
ECO/25 - 25mm wide tape @ £1.75 ea.    
ECO/38 - 38mm wide tape @ £2.60 ea.    
ECO/50 - 50mm wide tape @ £2.90 ea.    
ECO/75 - 75mm wide tape @ £3.95 ea.    

Kraft Paper Tape - 70gsm Self Adhesive
* A self-adhesive general all purpose tape, the 

same as the ECO tape, but thicker
* 70gsm brown paper with long lasting, non age-

ing very aggressive adhesive
* 50m length available in 4 widths

KRPT/0025 - 25mm wide tape @ £2.05 ea.    
KRPT/0038 - 38mm wide tape @ £2.63 ea.    

oKRPT/0050 - 50mm wide tape @ £3.30 ea.    
KRPT/0075 - 75mm wide tape @ £5.04 ea.    
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Tape Tapes & Adhesives

Kraft Paper Tape - Gummed
* A brown tape, environmentally friendly

* The glue is activated when it comes into contact 
with water. Apply, using a wet 

  sponge to the tape & then position. As it dries, it 
adheres really well 

* 200m length available in 4 widths
GPT/30 - 30mm wide tape @ £2.35
GPT/48 - 48mm wide tape @ £3.85
GPT/72 - 72mm wide tape @ £6.00

Self Adhesive Tape
* White 70gsm, single sided, acid-free (pH7-neu-

tral) self-adhesive tape
* Coated with an acid free water based acrylic 

adhesive, which is non-ageing 
  and therefore will not turn yellow

* 66mtr length, available in 3 widths
CART/0025 - 25mm wide tape @ £  7.85 ea.    
CART/0038 - 38mm wide tape @ £12.00 ea.    
CART/0050 - 50mm wide tape @ £16.20 ea.    

Black Paper Tape
* A high quality black flat back paper that can be 

used as backing tape 
* It is repositionable, with a clean removal with-

out leaving any residue 
* Provides good tensile strength as well as a high 

edge tear resistance and is easy to unwind
* 50m length, available in 2 widths 

BLMT/25 - 25mm wide tape @ £4.45 ea.    
BLMT/50 - 50mm wide tape @ £8.95 ea.   

   

Double Sided Re-position able Tape
* Recommended for temporary bonding, 

mounting & splicing applications where clean 
removability is required

* 33mtr length
REPO/0012 - 12mm wide tape @ £5.95 ea.  
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Tape Tapes & Adhesives

Double Sided Boxed Tape
* Clear colour, acrylic based adhesive

* Each tape is individually boxed which can 
be used as a dispenser

* Can reposition tape before making the 
final bond

* 33mtr length, available in 2 widths
SCAP/0012 - 12mm wide tape @ £4.31 ea.    
SCAP/0019 - 19mm wide tape @ £7.88 ea.    

RD/10 - double sided tape dispenser @ £28.50
* A gun dispenser with a moulded handle to hold 

the tape
* As it is made from plastic, it is see through, so 

easy to see what you are doing, which makes 
loading simple

* Designed to direct and position the adhesive at 
the point you require with minimal effort

   

(4) Double Sided Finger Lifted Tape
* With double sided tape, it can sometimes be 

frustrating separating the adhesive film away from 
the backing paper

* This tape solves this problem because the 
backing paper is wider than the film. 

* Ideal for mount fixing
* 50m length available in 3 widths

0FLT/0006 -   6mm wide tape @ £1.50 ea.    
0FLT/0012 - 12mm wide tape @ £1.95 ea.    
0FLT/0018 - 18mm wide tape @ £3.40 ea.       

   

Double Sided Loose Packed Tape
* Same features as the boxed SCAP but cheaper as 

loose packed
* Clear colour, acrylic based adhesive
* 33mtr length, available in 2 widths

* A gun dispenser is available to hold the tape 
(RD/10)

DST/12 - 12mm wide tape @ £2.85 ea.    
DST/19 - 19mm wide tape @ £4.20 ea.     
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Tape Tapes & Adhesives

Double Sided Tapestry Tape
* A heavy duty, high coat weight white pvc tape

* Use for tapestry stretching
* It’s very high tack, remains like that even when 

the tapestry cloth is repositioned 

MAC/383 - 50m (long) x 38mm (wide) tape @ 
£8.77 ea.

Deep Bevel Tapes
* This self adhesive tape is the ideal product to 
choose when a luxurious deep bevelled mount 

is required.
* Easy to follow instruction leaflet with each roll

* 48mm (wide) x 25m (long) 
* Price = £6.10 per roll   

* Available in 5 popular colours:-
0DBT/0864 - Gold 
0DBT/0872 - Black 
0DBT/0871 - White 
0DBT/0801 - Ivory

0DBT/0981 - Off White

   

Removable tape
* Ideal for arts and craft as it can be used to 

temporarily secure mats or stencils
* Also for temporary layouts or repairs, marking 

or delicate surfaces
* Can be repositioned cleanly once applied, 

again and again
* Easily applied & invisible and can be written on 

while it does not ghost when photocopied
RSMT/0019 - 19mm (wide) x 33m (long) tape @ 

£3.95 ea.       
   

Invisible Tape
* A permanent long life repair tape, matte finish, 

but virtually invisible when applied. 
* Ideal for paper repairs and sealing such as 
mending documents, sealing envelopes and 
securing photos or graphics to pages being

photocopied
* Can be written on, typed on and photocopied 

without leaving a ghost mark.
PSMT/0019 - 19mm (wide) x 33m (long) tape @ 

£2.75 ea.    
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Tape Tapes & Adhesives

Easy Tear Clear Tape
* A strong sticky tape, perfect for all sealing & 

repairing needs
* High quality, very transparent tape, ideal for 

everyday use.  
* Fed up with unwieldy scissors and tangled tape? 

This is easy to handle, unwind & tear
* Provides a strong permanent bond as it’s coated 

with a durable photo safe adhesive
ETCT/0019 - 19mm (wide) x 30m (long) 

@ £0.90 ea

Pre-printed `FRAGILE` Tape
FRAG/0048 - 48mm (wide) x 66m (long) tape @ 

£1.50 ea.
* High Quality, low noise, polypropylene packag-

ing tape 
* Pre-printed with the word “FRAGILE” in red on a 

white background
* No need for labels, so saving time and money

   

1. ARCHIVAL TAPES

Self Adhesive Hinging Tissue
* This is a white, very fine tissue, with archival 

quality, including being acid & lignin free
* It’s long fibres gives adequate strength for most 

objects
* The pressure sensitive acrylic adhesive is perma-

nent, non-ageing & won’t yellow
* Can be removed with the use of mineral spirits. 
* Each tape is individually boxed and can be used 

as a dispenser
   Tear to length. Create the hinge applying 1/4” or 

less to the back of the art
L533/0125 - 25mm (wide) x 10m (long) hinging 

tissue @ £10.50 ea.

Self Adhesive Linen Hinging Tape
* The very fine acid-free (neutral pH) linen cloth is 

flexible, yet very strong. 
* A pressure sensitive acrylic adhesive is perma-

nent gaining strength overnight   
* It is non-ageing and will not turn yellow.

* Can be removed with the use of mineral spirits. 
* Each tape is individually boxed and can be used 

as a dispenser
* Ideal for hinging a mount to a backing board or 

for attaching art
L533/1015 - 32mm (wide) x 10m (long) hinging 

tape @ £13.00 ea.
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Tape Tapes & Adhesives

Gummed Paper Hinging Tape
* The white paper is acid-free, lignin free and 

buffered to a pH of 8.5 with 
  a 3% calcium carbonate

* The excellent strength of this water activated 
adhesive (Ph. of 7) will support

  all but the heaviest works of art, holding the 
artwork firmly without any slipping

* Use for:- (1) hinging prints to mounts 
(2) repairing books and artificial artefacts

* To apply, tear desired length, moisten and wait 
for adhesive to become thoroughly sticky before 

positioning
L533/0751 - 25mm (wide) x 40m (long) hinging 

tape @ £8.50 ea.

Gummed Linen Hinging Tape

* A fine acid-free cloth tape with a water activated 
neutral pH adhesive 

  which provides excellent strength through its 
high tack and lay flat properties

* It is therefore ideal for hinging heavy art
* Other uses include:- (1) frame & mount hinging, 

(2) reinforcing books or paper items, (3) repairs
* To apply, tear desired length, moisten and wait 
for adhesive to become thoroughly sticky before 

positioning
L533/1050 - 25mm (wide) x 46m (long) hinging 

tape @ £27.50 ea.

   

Transparent Mending Tissue
* Same as transparent tissue L533/0198, but only 

13mm wide which is better for smaller repairs
* This acid-free, lignin-free, very thin and ex-

tremely transparent pressure sensitive
  and self adhesive (coated on one side) tissue is 

non-yellowing and permanent 
* Ideal for repairing tears and other damage to 

paper, art, documents, maps etc.
* Also useful for:- (1) reinforcing, (2) hinging

L533/0017 - 13mm (wide) x 15m (long) mending 
tissue @ £8.50 ea.

      
   

Document Repair Tape
* This very thin & extremely transparent pressure 

sensitive and self adhesive (coated  
  on one side) tissue is non-yellowing, removable 

with solvents, and has a neutral pH
* Same as transparent tissue L533/0017, but 
25mm wide which is better for larger repairs

* Each tape is individually boxed and can be used 
as a dispenser

* Ideal for repairing tears and other damage to 
paper, art, documents, maps etc.

* Approved by several government agencies 
(because of the adhesive used)  which is why it is 

popular with conservators and collectors.
L533/0198 - 25mm (wide) x 46m (long) repair 

tape @ £17.00 ea.
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Tape Tapes & Adhesives

Frame Sealing Tape
* Developed specifically to seal a backing board to a frame

* On one surface is a grey paper which is acid-free, lignin free 
  and buffered to a pH of 8.5 with a 3% calcium carbonate

* The core is made from an aluminium foil which prevents harmful 
elements seeping through 

* On the other side is an acid-free, acrylic, pressure sensitive 
non-yellowing adhesive

* Permanent in nature, it is strong enough to adhere to raw wood 
and will bond

   to most surfaces (including wood, boards and metals). 
Also conforms well to irregular surfaces

* Can be removed with the use of mineral spirits. 
* Each tape is individually boxed and can be used as a dispenser

* Only apply to raw wood and never to artwork
L387/0151 - 32mm (wide) x 30.5m (long) @ £11.50 ea.

Preformed Mounting Corners
* These are pressure sensitive with a safe acrylic 

adhesive backing
* Made of archival polyester (Melinex).

* Virtually invisible and never comes into contact 
with the artwork

 * To hold your photos and documents firmly, 
just press into place

* Quantity per box = 240pcs
L533/0020 - 13mm (wide) corners @ £7.80 ea.

   

See-Thru Mounting Corners
* These crystal clear strips are pre-scored for easy folding

* Made of archival polyester (Melinex).
* At each end is an area of self-stick adhesive, which is 

3M’s 415 tape, one of the few  institutionally recognized tapes
* This is an easy and practical method allowing safe 

mounting of almost any paper item especially bulkier items such 
as magazines and no seams to split. 

* To use, fold into shape, then position over the corners of 
the art and finally 

  remove backing papers from each of the corners
* No adhesive ever comes in contact with the artwork. 

* weight = 0.09kg
* Quantity per box = 100pcs

L545/2336 - 16mm (wide) corners @ £15.00 ea.
L545/2337 - 22mm (wide) corners @ £15.50 ea.

See-Thru Archival Mounting Strips
* Use these mounting strips for safe mounting of 

artwork onto a mount. 
* Consists of a strip of archival polyester (Melinex) 

with a narrower strip 
  of acid-free self adhesive backing paper 

* Therefore, no adhesive ever comes in contact 
with the artwork. 

* To use, position artwork onto an acid-free board. 
Cut strips to size (1”-2” is 

  generally sufficient). Peel off backer paper exposing the 
adhesive and position around artwork

* Quantity per box = 60pcs
L533/4015 - 102mm/4” mounting strips (long) @ £14.00 ea.
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Picture Cord and Picture Wire Cord, Wire and Ferrlues

* Low stretch 16 plait braided nylon cord that doesn’t fade
* The weight of the picture should be no more than 1/4 of the 

   breaking strength. This allows for sudden or shock loading of the picture 
onto the wall

* Ensure it is tightened as much as possible onto the fittings. This prevents it 
coming loose resulting 

  in possible damage not only to the frame but also to other objects nearby 
(like someone’s head!)

* Take care to select the correct fitting that will hold the weight 
of the frame.

* 4 widths available, which are used depending on weight of frame to be hung 

* When hanging a picture, the choice of picture 
wire (or cord) is very important as you do not 
want the wire becoming undone or breaking, 

resulting in the frame falling off the wall!
* We offer 3 types:- a) All Brass ; b) Stainless Steel 

; c Plastic Covered Stainless Steel
* There is a rule of thumb when deciding which 

wire to use. It is recommended that the breaking 
strength (tensile) of the wire should always be 

double that of the weight of the image to be hung
  All Brass

* Fine brass (golden colour) strands wrapped 
around a steel wire core for extra strength
* Easy to twist and tie into a secure knot

* Quite often, the wire is doubled, in order to 
increase the hanging load

length          diameter           breaking strength           recommended maximum weight           price
(mtrs) (mm)                         (kgs)                              of complete frame (kgs)                   (ea.)

PC/2N 132                 1.5                              45                                                11                  £  3.80
PC/4N 132                 2.0                  100                                                25                                     £  5.30
PC/500 132                 2.0                   100                                                25                                     £19.00
PC/1000 132                 2.0                    100                                                25                                     £39.00
PC/6N 132                 2.5         150                                                37                                     £  7.00
PC/8N 132                 3.0         180                                                45                                     £  8.00
PC/10N   132                 3.6                             337                                               85                     £13.00

length    diameter    breaking strength          price
(mtrs) (mm)                  (kgs)                      (ea.)

PW/1 150           0.8                        8                      £13.50
PW/2 150           1.1                      12                      £21.50
PW/3 150           1.35                    20                      £31.00

Stainless Steel
* Resistant to corrosion, 

stainless steel (silver) wire
* Easy to bend, wrap and tie

* Won’t mark walls or framer’s 
hands

length    breaking strength    max hanging       thickness price
(mtrs) (kgs)                 weight  (kgs)    of wire (mm)        

SSPW/0001 503                  16                             8                      1.40         £12.50
SSPW/0002 343                  23                           11                      1.54         £12.50
SSPW/0003 191                  38                           19                      1.96         £12.50
SSPW/0004       142                  54                           27                      2.80         £12.50
SSPW/0005         56                110                           55                      3.78         £12.50

Plastic Coated Stainless Steel
* Adds a clear adherent plastic 
coating over the stainless steel 

(silver) wire
* Resistant to corrosion

* Designed to make wiring a 
picture faster and easier

* The plastic coating helps 
protect fingers from sharp 
ends and won’t mark walls 

length    breaking strength    max hanging        thickness price
(mtrs) (kgs)                  weight  (kgs)    of wire (mm)        (ea.)

PCPW/0001 457                  14                             7                       1.00           £14.50
PCPW/0002 305                  18   9                       1.10 £14.50
PCPW/0003 252                  22 11                       1.25 £14.50
PCPW/0004       152                  40 20                       1.60 £14.50
PCPW/0005    84                55   27                       2.10           £14.50
PCPW/0006     38                  70                           36                       3.10 £14.50
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Mountcutter Blades Blades

* Simons Code: MAC/454  * Price / box: £24.50
* Supplier Code: TECH-D 012  * Quantity / box: 100
* Thickness: 0.012”  * Shape: Rectangular
* Cutting Edge: Double   * Type of Cut: Bevel
* Mount Cutter to use with:  
(a) Ultimat Gold range (our MAC/655 ; /656 : /657) 
(b) Artist Plus range (our 0MAC/0838 ; /0839 ; /0840) 
(c) Ultimat Futura range (our 0MAC/0841 : /0842 ; /0843) 
* Mout Board to use on: Standard (up to 1500micron thick)   

* Simons Code: MAC/177  * Price / box: £10.00
* Supplier Code: JB91AO103  * Quantity / box: 100
* Thickness: 0.017”  * Shape: Trapezoidal
* Cutting Edge: Double   * Type of Cut: Straight
* Mount Cutter to use with:  
(a) Ultimat Gold range (our MAC/655 ; /656 : /657) 
(b) Artist Plus range (our 0MAC/0838 ; /0839 ; /0840) 
(c) Ultimat Futura range (our 0MAC/0841 : /0842 ; /0843) 
* Mount Board to use on: Because it is straight cutting...basically, any thickness 
 

* Simons Code: MAC/419  * Price / box: £25.00
* Supplier Code: 05-012   * Quantity / box: 100
* Thickness: 0.012”  * Shape: Rectangular
* Cutting Edge: Double   * Type of Cut: Bevel / Straight
* Mount Cutter to use with: Fletcher 2100 & 2200 (our 0MAC/0375 ; /0376 & 

/0385)  
* Mount Board to use on: Standard (up to 1500micron thick)   
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Valiani Blades Blades

* Simons Code: 0MAC/1189  * Price / box: £75.00
* Supplier Code: L10  * Quantity / box: 10
* Thickness: 0.015”  * Shape: Arrow
* Cutting Edge: Double  * Type of Cut: Bevel / Straight
* Mount Cutter to use with: Valiani Oval Mount Cutter  
* Mount Board to use on: Standard (up to 1500micron thick)   
  

* Simons Code: 0MAC/1181  * Price / box: £70.00
* Supplier Code: L100B  * Quantity / box: 100
* Thickness: 0.015”  * Shape: Parallelogram
* Cutting Edge: Double  * Type of Cut: Bevel 
* Mount Cutter to use with:  (a) Valiani 45° (red) heads only (our 
0MAC/1174) ;  
 (b) Valiani Computerised Blue Head (our 0MAC/1171) 
* Mount Board to use on: For a bevel cut, up to 4400mic  
  

* Simons Code: MAC/551  * Price / box: £70.00
* Supplier Code: L100  * Quantity / box: 100
* Thickness: 0.015”  * Shape: Parallelogram
* Cutting Edge: Double  * Type of Cut: Bevel / Straight
* Mount Cutter to use with: All Valiani   
* Mount Board to use on: for a bevel cut, up to 2800mic ; for a straight cut, up 
to 5000mic  
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Valiano Blades Blades

* Simons Code: 0MAC/1177  * Price / box: £70.00
* Supplier Code: L100S  * Quantity / box: 100
* Thickness: 0.015”  * Shape: Parallelogram
* Cutting Edge: Single  * Type of Cut: Bevel / Straight
* Mount Cutter to use with: Valiani 45° (red) heads only  
* Mount Board to use on: Up to 2000mic   
  

* Simons Code: 0MAC/1182  * Price / box: £40.00
* Supplier Code: L100C  * Quantity / box: 100
* Thickness: 0.015”  * Shape: Parallelogram
* Cutting Edge: Double  * Type of Cut: Bevel / Straight
* Mount Cutter to use with: Astra 120 (our 0MAC/1183)  
* Mount Board to use on: For a bevel cut, up to 3500mic ; For a straight cut, up 
to 5000mic  
  

Morso Blades and Sharpening Service Blades

  

MAC/02 - Pair of Standard Blades @ £209.00
* Supplier Code: 0301

Morso Sharpening Service

code: MAC/951 - Standard Blade Sharpening Service @ £14.50
* This is a carriage paid service because it uses our own van delivery. 
If you are outside our area, then a carriage charge is then added
* If you have sent your blades to us loose wrapped, then because of 
Health & Safety Regulations, we must return
   them to you in a box. We will contact you first to inform you of this 
extra cost (in case you might prefer to collect)
   and then pack them in a basic styrofoam box (0MAC/0033). 
A charge of £8.50 for the box will be added, but of
   course the box is then yours for future use
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Hangers - D Rings Hardware

Mini Single Hole    
* Slightly smaller than the standard one and therefore cheaper.    
 
  Otherwise, it does the same job           pcs/box £/100pcs 1000+pcs
00PS/0104 Zinc   plated ; 4mm Ø hole 200 £1.80 £1.44
00PS/0105 Brass plated ; 4mm Ø hole 200 £1.85 £1.48

Standard Single Hole                        
                                                                       pcs/box £/100pcs 2000+pcs
PS20 Zinc plated   ; 4mm Ø hole            200 £3.10 £2.70
00PS/0029   Brass plated ; 4mm Ø hole     200 £3.40 £2.90

Double Hole     
* This is for the heavier frame. When in doubt, use this one   
                           cs/box £/100pcs 2000+pcs
PS19 Zinc   Plated              100 £4.95               £4.20
00PS/0045 Brass Plated 100 £5.40               £4.60 

Easy Hangers Hardware

“Easy” Slipover Hanger     
* These are slipped over the top 2mm or 3mm backing board and are then     
   
  threaded with cord or wire, which leaves them ready to hang on a wall   
  
                                             cs/box £/100pcs 1000+pcs
PS15           19 x 12mm steel - for 2mm board 100  £3.60               £3.00
PS16 19 x 12mm steel - for 3mm board  100  £3.60               £3.00

One piece Mini D Ring     
* Pressed out as one piece with an inner rim which is extruded and so 
prevents chaffing     
* Although it lays flat, it can be easily bent to allow cord to pass 
through.      
* It is a little flimsy, so always use on lightweight frames.   
  
* Why use? The price is cheap     
           pcs/box £/100pcs 1000+pcs
PS14 Zinc plated   100 £1.10              £1.00
Larger hole 7mm Ø ; smaller 4.5mm Ø    
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Hangers - Screw Eyes, Rings and Strap Hangers Hardware

Screw Eyes   
* Screw into the back of a frame and then thread some cord or wire 
through it, to hang on the  wall   
                                         pcs/box £/100pcs
PS28                     14 x 1 brass plated 500 £0.65
PS24                     16 x 1 brass plated 500 £0.82
PS25                     20 x 2 brass plated 500 £1.05
PS23                     25 x 4 brass plated 500 £1.50

Screw Rings    
* This is a screw eye with a split ring attached    
* Cord is threaded through the ring and is tied to it. This results in the 
cord  hanging further away from the frame    
                                    pcs/box £/100pcs      2000+pcs
PS30     Nos. 0 in copper (small) 200 £2.50          £2.00
PS31     Nos. 2 in copper (medium) 200 £2.75          £2.25
PS32     Nos. 4 in copper (large) 200 £3.00          £2.50

Heavy Duty Strap Hangers     
* If you are unsure that D rings, screw eyes etc are heavy enough to 
take the weight of a frame, then use these    
* Made from steel and zinc plated, these heavy duty hangers are made 
with a solidly pressed D ring with a strap folded around one side. This 
makes it almost impossible to come open    
* For large, heavy frames, it is advisable to use these hangers with 
00PS/0042     
                                       pcs/box  £/100pcs  
00PS/0094        26 x 14mm 1 hole  100 £8.50
PS69        60 x 19mm 2 hole  100 £7.00
PS53              85 x 25mm 3 hole  50 £11.00 

“Regular” Slipover Hangers     
* These are termed “slipover” because they are manually placed over 
the top of the hardboard.      
* They provide a quick, easy & cost effective way of hanging pictures.  
* They are all black in colour and 16mm in size    
* The hardboard thickness determines which hanger to use.  
MAC/1427 Board up to 3mm thick    
                pcs/box 1000       £/100pcs       £/1000pcs 
                                                                       £1.35 £1.25 (5000pcs) 
* Use on normal rebate frames. The hook is flat & so more frames can 
be packed/stacked without scratching     
 
                pcs/box 1000     £/100pcs   £/1000pcs 
MAC/1429  Board up to 3mm thick     £1.35     £12.50 (8000pcs) 
MAC/1447   Board up to 2.5mm thick  £1.65    £14.85 (10000pcs) 
MAC/1448  Board up to 1.5mm thick  £1.65    £13.00 (5000pcs) 
* Use these above on deep rebate frames. The hook is not flat in shape, 
but the deep rebate compensates for it.    
 

MAC/1427

MAC/1429

MAC/1447

MAC/1448
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Wall Hooks Hardware

Standard Picture Hooks    
* The traditional method used to hang a picture.     
* After positioning the hook, the offset pin holes allow for the correct entry 
angle of pins into the wall.     
* Made from steel with a brass plated finish.    
* We recommend you use PS9 pins to secure them    
 
                                    pcs/box              £/100pcs          1000+pcs
PS/03                Nos. 1 small single       100        £2.10     £1.70
PS/02                Nos. 2 large single        100        £2.50 
PS/01                  Nos. 3 large double    100        £4.20     £3.36

Toly Hooks    
* These are ideal for use on hard wall surfaces such as concrete or bricks 
etc.     
* Hard steel pins already located in the plastic hook are hammered into the 
wall with little effort once the hook    
  is positioned. With minimal effort, the hook can be removed with little or 
no damage to the wall    
* However, we do not recommend you use these with heavy or valuable 
items. Use with cord rather than wire    
                                           pcs/box £/100pcs
PS62      14mm Ø x 22mm (smallest size)  100 £10.50
PS63 16mm Ø x 30mm (middle   size)  100 £11.00
PS64      19mm Ø x 40mm (largest   size)  100 £15.00

Heavy Duty Wall Hooks     
* To hold heavy frames     
* Screw onto the wall and in pairs to ease the weight should you wish to be 
safe     
* Cord or wire can then be looped over it     
* Alternatively, these are made to be used in conjunction with heavy duty 
strap hangers     
* The PS/0055 and /0070 have the same dimensions except the latter has a 
wider lip so as to clip onto the PS53     
00PS/0070      50 x 14mm steel zinc plated ; 4mm Ø ring   
                                                                                          pcs/box    £/100pcs
                                                                                            50              £8.50
* There is a centre slot which can be adjusted up to 20mm for ease of 
locating and levelling and 2 50mm holes either side of the slot for final 
      fixing     
* Use with strap hanger PS69 to attach frames to the wall   
  
                              pcs/box       £/100pcs
00PS/0055 50 x 14mm steel zinc plated         50           £7.00
* Use with strap hanger PS53 to attach frames to the wall   

PS/62

PS/03

PS/02PS/01

PS/70

PS/63

PS/64

PS/55
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Wall Hooks Hardware

Rail Hook    
* Use to hang a frame from a picture rail.    
                                             pcs/box            £/100pcs
PS142  55 x 35mm steel & brass plated finish    20            £9.60

Knurled Head    
                                          pcs/box £/100pcs
*Use with standard picture hooks    
PS09      25 x 1.5mm brass plated, black stem 200 £2.90
    
Escutcheon    
* These pins have an oversized head    
PS10       25 x 1.5mm steel brass plated  1000 £0.70

Security Fittings   
* In order to ensure the frame stays securely on the wall, this is the system 

for you!   
* One or two brackets are screwed into the back of a wood moulding.  A `T` 
headed screw with the help of a    

  wall plug is screwed into the wall. The bracket which has a slot in it, then 
locks on to a `T` headed screw in    
  the wall. The security fixing key is then used to turn and lock the screw. It 

can later be used to unlock as well   
* Made from steel and zinc plated (not wall plug)   
                                          pcs/box £/100pcs
PS51 Bracket                                             100 £7.25
00PS/0048 Bracket screws     200 £1.25
PS52 `T ` Screws                                       100 £13.00
PS52A Wall plug                              100 £8.25
PS50 Security key                              1 £0.55
   
Security Fittings (1 Pack)   
* Use this pack if only one frame needs to be securely attached to the wall.  
  

* Includes:- (1) 3 brackets ; (2) 3 `T` screws ; (3) 3 wall plugs ; (4) 6 bracket 
screws ; (5) instructions   
   
PS49  1 pack 25pks+
  £1.75 £1.38
    
     
     

Plate Hook - “J” Hook     
* Another very secure way to ensure a frame stays on the wall!    
  
* Use PS/143 brass screws to fix them.     
                                 pcs/box    £/100pcs     500+pcs
PS22   63 x 12mm steel & brass plated       20      £10.00 £9.00

PS/09 PS/10

PS/50 PS/51

PS/52 PS/52a

PS/49

Security Fittings Hardware
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Framing Guns Hardware

* In our opinion, the “FlexiMaster” is the best 
manually operated framing gun for flexible points 
on the market   
* Use when regularly changing artwork and 
photos are required  
Unique features of the manual `FlexiMaster` 
(a) It’s designed to fire flexible framing points 
(MAC/449) quickly and easily. 
(b) Supplier Code: 07-700    
(c) Colour: Green

MAC/448 - Fletcher  “FlexiMaster” Tab Gun 
@ £72.20  

* In our opinion, the best manually operated gun 
for rigid points on the market firing both framing 
& glazier points
* Achieves professional quality when you want 
to permanently hold glass, artwork and backing 
board securely in place
Unique features of the manual `FrameMaster`
(a) It is well designed with few moving parts, so 
less to go wrong.
(b) Generally, it fires 16mm Framers Points 
(MAC/281), but reversing the magazine allows it 
to fire 9.5mm Glazier Points (MAC/282) as well
(c) Supplier Code: 07-500  

MAC/280 - Fletcher  “FrameMaster” Tab Gun 
@ £68.75

MAC/448 MAC/280

MAC/313

* This gun multi-tasks as it not only can be used 
as a normal framing tab gun , but is also excellent 
for:-     
Joining 2 frames together such as making 
shadow boxes or when inserting a slip into the 
frame’s rebate
MAC/313 - Fletcher  “MultiMaster” Tab Gun 
@ £91.90
     
      

0MAC/0835 - Fletcher Pneumatic “FlexiMaster” 
Tab Gun @ £440.63    
* Pneumatic version of the manual MAC/448 
with all the same features   
* Suitable for bespoke work but not for mass 
production    
    

     
      

0MAC/0770 - Fletcher Pneumatic “FrameMaster” 
Tab Gun @ £440.60   
* This is the pneumatic version of the manual 
MAC/280 and has all the same features  
* Suitable for bespoke work but not for mass 
production   
    
    

     
      

OMAC/0651 - Cassese Pneumatic Tab Gun @ 
£285.00
Unique features of the Pneumatic Flexigun
* Fires at a lower angle than others and so it 
needs less to be pushed flush against the rebate
 
     
      

0MAC/0835

0MAC/0770

0MAC/0651
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Framing Points Hardware

Recommended Rigid points for the manual “FrameMaster”     
1) Fletcher “Framers” Rigid Points         
Simons Code     Supplier Code  Length (mm) Thickness (mm) Pcs / box     Colour       Price (box)                                                                                             
MAC/281           08-950             16 (5/8”)               0.66           3000          Silver     £12.00
      
2) Fletcher “Glaziers” Rigid Points      
* Glaziers points are smaller versions of the Framing Point and are preferred mainly for securing 
the backing to a frame which has a small rebate      
Simons Code Supplier Code  Length (mm) Thickness (mm)  Pcs / box   Colour      Price (box)
MAC/282 08-980               9.5 (3/8”)            0.66            5000 Silver      £13.75

3) Recommended Flexible points for the manual “FlexiMaster”       
Simons Code Supplier Code  Length (mm) Thickness (mm)   Pcs / box  Colour      Price (box)
MAC/449 08-955                16 (5/8”) 0.41             3700 Black     £13.10

4) Recommended “MultiPoints” for the “MultiMaster”       
Simons Code Supplier Code  Length (mm) Thickness (mm)  Pcs / box  Colour      Price (box)
MAC/314 80-975                13 (1/2”) 0.5             3000  Black     £17.20

5) 15mm Cassese “Regular” Flexipoints (Gun OMAC-0651)     
* Although recommended to be used with Cassese flexiguns, these universal flexipoints    
can also be used on many other brands (not Fletcher) whether manual or pneumatic   
* Made from a patented steel alloy which bends easily and many times without breaking   
* Coated with a dry adhesive, designed not to be left in the shooting head & so avoids jamming  
Simons Code Supplier Code  Length (mm)   Thickness (mm) Pcs / box   Colour      Price (box)
0MAC/0788 Flexi        15B        15                 0.35               15000    Black     £30.00

6) Recommended Flexible points for the pneumatic “FlexiMaster”     
 * Whilst it can use the same Framers points (MAC/449) as the manually      
 operated gun     
Simons Code Supplier Code  Length (mm)    Thickness (mm)  Pcs / box  Colour    Price (box)
0MAC/0836 08-995C    16 (5/8”)   0.41               12000    Black     £36.25

7) Recommended Rigid points for the Pneumatic “FrameMaster”      
 * Whilst it can use the same Framers points (MAC/281) as the manually operated   
 gun, it is more economical to use the bulk packed box of 12,000 points              
Simons Code Supplier Code  Length (mm)     Thickness (mm)  Pcs / box  Colour    Price (box)
0MAC/0771 08-985                   16 (5/8”)   0.66               12000      Silver     £41.25

8) Universal Flexi Tab (Use with MAC-634) Omer 53 Gun
Simons Code     Width     Length (mm)     Thickness (mm)     Pcs / box    Colour       Price (box) 
MAC/264         5                 15              0.35            10000  Black      £18.00

9) Universal Rigid Tab (Use with MAC-634) Omer 53 Gun
Simons Code     Width     Length (mm)     Thickness (mm)     Pcs / box    Colour       Price (box) 
MAC/265         5                 15              0.40             10000  Silver      £18.00

MAC/634 - Simonart “Autobend” Omer 53 (Flexi/Rigid Tab Gun) @ £450.00
(a) Tabs automatically bends, Most guns fire the tab into the frame at an angle and this one does as well. 
But then after inserting, a piston automatically bends down the points so that they become flush with 
the surface of the backing board. So, no need to flatten it down by hand.
(b) Another unique feature is the blade which is secured by a part inside the mechanism and prevents 
it from vibrating. This protects it during operation and therefore avoids jamming and breakage of the 
blade

MAC/281 MAC/449 MAC/314 MAC/449

0MAC/0788

0MAC/0836

0MAC/0771

MAC/634

MAC/264 - Black Tabs
MAC/265 - Silver Tabs
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Cassese Wedges Hardware

Boxes of 1650 Wedges ( 6 Cartridges per box)

Code            size type of wood cartidge               
          (mm)              colour        Price 1-5 boxes Price 6+ 
0MAC/1402 3 soft/normal green  £6.00               £5.40
MAC/1405 5  orange 6 £7.05               £6.34
MAC/1407 7  pink  £7.90               £7.11
MAC/1410 10  light blue £8.30               £7.47
MAC/1412 12  dark blue £8.85               £7.96
MAC/1415 15  white  £9.15               £8.10
MAC/1605 5   hard orange  £7.05               £6.34
MAC/1607 7  pink               £7.90               £7.11
MAC/1610 10  light blue  £8.30               £7.47
MAC/1612 12  dark blue £8.85               £7.96
MAC/1615 15  white  £9.15               £8.10

Boxes of 11,000 Wedges (40 Cartridges per box)
Code            size type of wood cartidge               
          (mm)              colour        Price 1-5 boxes Price 6+ 
MAC/1505 5 soft/normal orange  £45.20               £40.68
MAC/1507 7  pink  £49.00               £44.10
MAC/1510 10  light blue £52.60               £47.34
MAC/1512 12  dark blue £56.65               £50.98
MAC/1515 15  white     £58.55               £52.69
MAC/1705 5 hard orange 11000pcs) £45.20               £40.68
MAC/1707 7  pink  £49.00               £44.10
MAC/1710 10  light blue £52.60               £47.34
MAC/1712 12  dark blue £56.65               £50.98
MAC/1715 15  white  £58.55               £52.69
MAC/2112 12 MDF dark blue          £126.00 

Cassese AL Masters Wedges Hardware

Code              (mm) Type of Wood   Box Colour        Price (ea) Price 10+

MAC/1205 5    soft/normal grey 18 £16.50       £13.00
0MAC/1207 7                14 £17.30       £15.57
0MAC/1210 10                10 £20.10       £18.09
0MAC/1212 12                  9 £24.80       £22.32
0MAC/1215 15                  7 £31.00       £27.90

Code              (mm) Type of Wood   Box Colour        Price (ea) Price 10+

0MAC/1307 7           hard               black 14 £17.30       £15.57
0MAC/1310 10                10 £20.10       £18.09
0MAC/1312 12                  9 £24.80       £22.32
0MAC/1315 15                  7 £31.00       £27.90
0MAC/2007 7     Wedges for MDF (8000/box)        £17.30 
0MAC/2010 10   Wedges for MDF (8000/box)        £20.10 
0MAC/2012 12   Wedges for MDF (8000/box)        £24.80 
0MAC/2015 15   Wedges for MDF (8000/box)        £31.00 
MAC/2030 10 Soft  2700 pcs  £6.70 
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Cassese Uni Masters Wedges Hardware

Code              (mm) Type of Wood   Box Colour        Price (ea) Price 10+

0MAC/1005 5 soft/normal white 18 £11.00       £9.99
0MAC/1007 7                14 £17.30       £15.57
0MAC/1010 10                10 £20.10       £18.09
0MAC/1012 12                  9 £24.80       £22.32
0MAC/1015 15                  7 £31.00       £27.90

Code              (mm) Type of Wood   Box Colour        Price (ea) Price 10+

0MAC/1107 7 hard                 red  14 £17.30       £15.57
0MAC/1110 10                 10 £20.10       £18.09
0MAC/1112 12                   9 £24.80       £22.32
0MAC/1115 15                   7 £31.00       £27.90
MAC/2020 10 hard  2700 pcs per box £6.70 
MAC/2026 15 Soft  2700 pcs per box £6.70 

Alfa Wedges Hardware

Code               (mm)     Hard/Soft    Colour  Strips      Qty     Box Qty    Price 1-10   Price 11+
                                                                          per box  per strip                      Box           Boxes

0MAC/0021 5 soft/normal  25 all are 5000       £11.25       £10.13
0MAC/0022 7                20 200 4000       £9.00         £8.10
0MAC/0023 10                15  3000       £7.00         £6.30
0MAC/0036 12                15  2000       £7.50         £6.75
0MAC/0024 15             white 10  2000       £5.50         £4.95
0MAC/0522 7 hard                    20  4000       £9.00         £8.10
0MAC/0523 10                15  3000       £7.00         £6.30
0MAC/0536 12                15  3000       £7.50         £6.80
0MAC/0524 15                10  2000       £5.50         £4.95
MAC/0109 10 very hard red       15 180 2700       £7.00 xxx
MAC/0111 7 very hard    3000       £8.00 xxx

Morso Wedges Hardware

* These wedges are only suitable for the Morso UPM and UPA underpinners
* Made from high quality steel, so all types of mouldings are joined with precision.
* There is only 1 type of Morso wedge available, but this is universal which means
  it can be used on both soft & hard wood.
* Advisable to apply a drop of oil at the wedge outlet after every 500 insertion

Code               (mm)     Hard/Soft    Colour  Strips      Qty        Pcs Per      Price 
                                                                          per box  per strip       Box        Box           

MAC/0927 7 universal              25 200    5000      £37.00
MAC/0928 10              blue 15     3000      £21.00
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Packaging Consumables

Bubble Wrap
* The best bubble wrap on the market, 
providing excellent protection 
  when wrapping items such as pictures
* Can be torn in a straight line which 
means that knives do not have to be 
used
* 9.55(h) x 25(w)mm air holes, sand-
wiched between 2 layers of co-extruded 
polythene film
* Dimensions:- (1) length = 45m ; (2) 750 
high x 600 wide mm ;  (3) weight =  2kgs 
* Bubble cell dimensions:- 9.55 high x 25 
wide mm
BUB/1 - bubble @ £25.00 ea.  or  for 3 
rolls @ £20.00 ea.

Corrugated Paper Rolls

* A cost effective solution, offering 
excellent protection when packing a 
parcel
* We use it all the time to protect our 
goods being sent to you
* A brown Kraft fluted (corrugated) roll 
made from recycled paper which also 
  makes it environmentally friendly
* Dimensions:- 75m long x 1500 high x 
580 wide mm  * Weight = 25kgs  
* Thickness = 5mm
CORR/0000 - corrugate @ £35.00 ea.    
or    for 3 rolls @ £28.00 ea.

Pallet Wrap

* Ideal for wrapping very large items 
such as pallets
* A clear film which only sticks to itself 
and not to anything else
* To use, just hold at each end and the 
film will unfold when moving around the 
item
* Dimensions:- (1) length = 300m ; (2) 
600 high x 400 wide mm ;  (3) weight =  
1.5kgs ; thickness = 23µ
PALT/0300 - film @ £8.00 ea. or for a box 
of 6 rolls @ £8.00 ea.

Brown Wrapping Paper

* A brown Kraft paper used for wrapping 
any size parcels including pictures
* 210m long x 900mm wide
* Dimensions:- 210m long x 900mm 
high x 900mm wide  ; * Weight = 15kgs  
* Thickness = 90gsm
BRWP/0900 - wrapping paper @ £51.00 
ea.

FOAMP/18 - Price £0.60
18mm Wide  x 2 metres Protective Foam

FOAMP/28 - Price £0.80
28mm Wide  x 2 metres Protective Foam

FOAMP/35 - Price £1.04
35mm Wide  x 2 metres Protective Foam

FOAMP/45 - Price £1.12
45mm Wide x 2 metres Protective Foam

FOAMC/18 - Price £0.72 
18mm Wide Foam Corner Set

FOAMC/28 - Price £0.80
28mm Wide Foam Corner set

FOAMC/35 - Price £0.96
35mm Wide Foam Corner set

FOAMC/45 - Price £1.04
45mm Wide Foam Corner set

Cardboard Corners
* So important as they protect the 
corners of your frame from damage 
as this is the most vulnerable area
* A box containing 50 sheets with 
each creating 8pcs. So, 400pcs in 
total 
* Adjustable to 3 different heights, 
20, 30 & 44mm. 
* Made from white-faced fluted cor-
rugated board
* Minimum purchase is 1 box
00PS/0061 - cardboard corners @ 
£5.45 per 100pcs (minimum pur-
chase is 1 box)

Clear Corners
* So important as they protect the corners 
of your frame from damage as this is the 
most vulnerable area
* Made from recycled polypropylene & 
clear in colour
* Clear in colour means one can see inside 
the corners and so ensure there is no 
apparent damage
* Designed to fit perfectly over the corner 
without damaging the frame
* 5 sizes available mean they do not need 
to be folded into shape before applying
00PS/0096   - 15.5mm @   £6.50 per 100
00PS/0097   - 20mm    @   £6.75 per 100
00PS/0097A - 25mm    @   £7.50 per 100
00PS/0098   - 30mm    @   £8.80 per 100
00PS/0098A - 35mm    @ £10.50 per 100

PS/61PS/96-98

Foam LengthsFoam Corners

BRWP/0900PALT/0300

BUB/1 CORR/0000
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Packaging and Glass Cleaning Consumables

ANDYWRAP
* Ideal for collating, wrapping and holding products together such as mouldings, frames 
and parcels
* It can also be used to protect frames against dust, scratches and moisture. 
* This 23µ film is classified as a clear film and LLDPE Cast or Blown. 
* It has a consistent thickness with excellent film quality throughout
* Stretches when wrapped around an object and so secures more tightly than tape. 
* Use with a hand held dispenser (MAC/276)
* Easy to remove as it only sticks to itself and so will not leave an adhesive residue 
  on the product. 
0MAC/0277 - 150mtrs (long) x 100mm (wide) film @ £1.40 per roll
box of   40 rolls @ £1.00 ea.
box of 120 rolls @ £0.90 ea.
MAC/276 - dispenser @ £3.30 

NG/1 - 1 litre spray bottle glass cleaner @ £4.70
NG/2 - 5 litre refill bottle for NG/1 @ £16.80

NG/4 - glass cleaning cloths @ £31.50
* These multi-purpose wipes are an ideal hygienic dispensing system 
* Soft to the touch & absorbent but at the same time, hard wearing, 
   strong and durable
* Use with the NG/1 Nilglass Spray Glass Cleaner
* Size:- 310 x 350mm   ;   colour:- white   ;   quantity:- 150 sheets

2) Using a Wipe
* The wipe combines the cleaner fluid and cloth in one 
* To use:- 
(1) Wearing gloves, tear off a wipe and work over area, turning wipe 
repeatedly.  
(2) For those stubborn areas, leave to soak for a short time before wiping 
clean. 
(3) Then, remove excess with an absorbent lint free cloth (NG/4) and 
buff for a streak free finish

NG/3 - Tub of 200 moist wipes @ £18.00

NG/1

NG/2

NG/3

NG/4

MAC/0277

MAC/0276
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Machinery Sales Manager Joe Adepoju 02077 498250 07958 333370 joe.adepoju@djsimons.co.uk
Field Engineer Mark Griffiths

Jamie Griffiths
Neil Stout

Emafyl Sales Managers Lorraine Forrest lorraine.forrest@emafyl.co.uk

Michelle Coventry michellecoventry@emafyl.co.uk

Architecture Maureen Geary maureengeary@djsimons.co.uk

Area Covered Representative Tel/Fax Mobile Email

All of Ireland Tony Cassidy 07977 578264 tony.cassidy@djsimons.co.uk

S Yorks/Staffs/Derby/Notts/Lincs Graeme Curtis 07967 024393 graeme.curtis@djsimons.co.uk

Avon/Dorset/Wilts/Hants/All Wales Dave Cox 07974 713421 dave.cox@djsimons.co.uk

SW England Jeff Sheen 07966 010837 jeff.sheen@djsimons.co.uk

London (Central, North, West & East) Alan MacGregor 07958 670653 alan.macgregor@djsimons.co.uk

S. London/Kent/Sussex/Surrey/Is. Wight Guy Richardson 07957 662350 guy.richardson@djsimons.co.uk

Glos/Hereford/Northants/Bucks/Bed Ian Murray 07967 486934 ian.murray@djsimons.co.uk

Suffolk/Essex/Herts/Cambs/Norf/Channel Is David McGregor 07770 874563 david.mcgregor@djsimons.co.uk

Scotland/Cumbria Cliff Stevenson 07831 362341 cliff.stevenson@djsimons.co.uk

NE&NW England/Cheshire Carl Hessel 07967 030073 carl.hessel@djsimons.co.uk
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